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You're trying to take your next step in cloud computing or keep up with your contemporaries, then knowing all all and all in and out of cloud computing is almost a must for hacking an Azure interview. At Mindmajix, we've specifically compiled the most frequently asked Azure interview questions from
industry-renowned Azure experts that will spill you over during the interview process. But before I start with the interview questions, I'd like to draw your attention to Azure's revolution in the tech world with the following stats: Gartner, in its latest issue of Magic quadrant, listed Microsoft Azure has a global
leader for iPaas. Azure's capabilities have increased in recent years due to growing demand. Microsoft Azure employs more than 57% of Fortune500 companies. On average, an Azure engineer earns about $1,40,000 a year - Neuvoo.  So if you want to boost your career in the cloud, Azure is the
technology you need. If you want to enrich your career at Microsoft Azure, then visit Mindmajix - Microsoft's global online learning platform Azure Training This course will help you achieve excellence in this Domain Azure Interview Questions - you should find out in 2020 We have classified Microsoft
Azure Interview Matters at Level 2, Which: Azure Highlights Interview Azure Extended Interview Issues Microsoft Azure Vs Amazon Features Microsoft Azure Web Services (AWS) Stream Analytics Amazon Kinesis Backup Azure Backup Amazon Glacier Matching Azure Trust Center AWS CLoudHSM



Content Delivery Network (CDN) Azure CDN Amazon CloudFront Data Orchestra Azure Data Factory AWS Data Pipeline Hybrid Cloud Storage StorSimple AWS Gateway Monitoring Azure Operational Research Amazon CloudTrail NoS'L Options Database Ans: By creating a cloud service, you can
deploy a tiered web application in Azure by identifying multiple roles for distribution processing and allowing a flexible scalable application. The cloud service consists of one or more roles on the Internet and/or employee roles, each with its own application files and configuration. Azure websites and virtual
machines also allow you to use web apps in Azure. The main advantage of cloud services is the ability to support more complex tiered architectures Read also: What is Microsoft Azure? What is the role of cloud service? Ans: The role of the cloud service consists of application files and configuration. A
cloud service can have two types of roles. What is the link to the resource? Ans: To show the cloud service's reliance on other resources, such as the Azure S'L database example, you can link a resource to a cloud service. On the preview management portal, you can view related resources on the A
resource page, view their status on the dashboard, and scale a related instance of the S'L database along with the service roles on the Scale page. Linking a resource in this sense does not link a resource to an application; you need to set up connections in the app code. What is scaling a cloud service?
Ans: The cloud service scales by increasing the number of role instances (virtual machines) deployed for the role. The cloud service scales by reducing role instances. You can also scale a related instance of the S'L database on the preview management portal by changing the database's release and the
maximum size of the database when scaling service roles. 5) What is a web role? Ans: The Web role provides a dedicated Internet information service (IIS) web server used to host front web applications. 6) What is the role of the employee? Ans: Apps placed as an employee can perform asynchronous,
long-lasting, or timeless tasks, regardless of user interaction or input. What is the role example? Ans: An role example is a virtual machine that runs the application code and role configuration. The role may have multiple instances identified in the service configuration file. What is a guest operating
system? Ans: The guest operating system of the cloud service is an operating system installed on instances of the role (virtual machines) on which the application code works. What is a cloud service component? Ans: It takes three components to deploy an application as a cloud service in Azure: No.10)
What is a deployment environment? Ans: Azure offers two cloud deployment environments: a staged environment in which you can test a deployment before promoting it to a storage environment. These two environments differ only in virtual IP addresses (VIPs) with which access to the cloud service. In
an intermediate environment, a unique cloud service identifier (GUID) identifies it in URLs (GUID.cloudapp.net). In the production environment, the URL is based on a friendlier DNS set-top box assigned to a cloud service (such as myservice.cloudapp.net). B11) What is a service definition file? Ans: The
Cloud Services Definition File (.csdef) defines the service model, including the number of roles. B12) What is a service configuration file? Ans: Cloud Service Configuration File (.cscfg) provides configuration settings for cloud service and individual roles, including the number of instances of roles. 13) What
is a package of services? Ans: The service package (.cspkg) contains an application code and a service definition file. What is cloud service deployment? Ans: Cloud Deployment is an example of a cloud service deployed in an Azure production or production environment. You can support both in the
production and in production. No15) What is Azure Azure Ans: Azure Diagnostics is an API that collects diagnostic data from azure-based applications. Azure Diagnostics should be enabled for the role of cloud services to enable wordy monitoring. What is an Azure Service Level Agreement (SLA)? Ans:
SLA Azure Compute ensures that when you deploy two or more instances for each role, access to the cloud service will be maintained at least 99.95 percent of the time. In addition, detection and corrective action will be initiated in 99.9 percent of cases where the role model process is down. 17) What is
cloud computing? Ans: Cloud computing is the use of computing resources (hardware and software) that are delivered as a service over the network (usually the Internet). 18) What is the service model in cloud computing? Ans: Cloud Computing Providers offer their services in accordance with three
fundamental models: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS), where IaaS is the most basic and every superior model of abstracts from the details of lower models. Examples of IaaS are Amazon CloudFormation (and basic services such as
Amazon EC2), Rackspace Cloud, Terremark, Windows Azure Virtual Machines, Google Compute Engine. and Joyent.Examples PaaS include Amazon Elastic Beanstalk, Cloud Foundry, Heroku, Force.com, EngineYard, Mendix, Google App Engine, Windows Azure Compute and OrangeScape.Examples
of SaaS include Google Apps, Microsoft Office 365 and Onlive. Source from. B19) What are the different models for cloud deployment? Deployment models ans: Cloud describes how cloud services are offered to users. The main deployment models associated with cloud computing are listed below:
Public Cloud - Here computing services are offered through third-party providers through the public Internet and server. Private Cloud - Here computing services are offered either through a private internal network or over the Internet only for selected users. Hybrid Cloud - Here, the cloud computing
environment combines both the public cloud and the private cloud, allowing data and applications to be shared between them. No20. Explain the benefits of a traffic manager in Azure? Ans. The main advantages offered by the traffic manager in Azure are: Distribution of traffic based on several methods of
routing traffic. Continuous monitoring of the endpoint state and automatic drill in operation when the endpoints fail. No 21. What is the problem with fixing the problem? Ans. In Azure, troubleshooting issues are called technical issues. It's an industry term used when work involves supporting technology
when it's not coping with its course of action. No22. What is an active Azure directory and how is it used? Ans. Microsoft offers an active Azure catalog, a fully managed multiplayer service that implements identification and access capabilities for Azure-based applications, as well as in the work
environment. It is used to provide single registration and multi-factor authentication to help users protect attacks. No23. What is an accessibility kit? Ans. The availability kit is the logical potential of the group, which is mainly used to separate VM sources from each other during deployment. They are used
to create reliable cloud solutions. VMs in the accessibility suite work on a variety of physical servers, storage units, computational racks, and Network Switches in Azure. If there is a failure, only a subset of VMs is affected, and the overall solution remains in working order. No24. What is the use of The
Lookup conversion? Conversion Ans. Lookup is used to execute the data it is looking for by combining data in input columns into the reference data set. The reference table may be a new table or an existing table, a view, or result of a S'L results request. No25. What are the types of web applications that
can be deployed with Azure? Ans. Web applications that can be rolled out with Azure, ASP.Net, PHP and WCF. No26. Explain azure resource manager? Ans. The Azure Resource Manager is used to prepare management services and deploy to Azure. The level of control is used to update and remove
resources in an Azure subscription. You can organize related resources in resource groups and deploy resources using JSON templates. No27. What is a fault domain? Ans. The fault domain represents a group of basic equipment that has a common power source and a network switch. Each fault
domain includes several shelving, and each contains a virtual machine. When you create virtual machines in the accessibility kit, virtual machines are automatically distributed to fault domains on the Azure platform. No28. What are update domains? Ans. The updated domain represents a group of basic
equipment that can be rebooted or withstand maintenance at the same time. When you create virtual machines in the accessibility kit, virtual machines are automatically distributed through the Azure update domains. This ensures that one instance of your apps will always work when the Azure platform is
in periodic service. No29. What's the difference between Azure bus queues and storage queues? Ans. Two types of queue mechanisms are supported by Azure: queues at storage facilities and queues for a service bus. Storage queues: This is part of Azure's storage infrastructure, has a simple
GET/PUT/PEEK interface based on REST. Provides constant and reliable messaging within and between services. Waiting lists for service buses: It's part of Azure's broader messaging infrastructure that helps in queues, as well as publish/subscribe, as well as more advanced integration models. No30.
Explain Azure Service Fabric. Ans. Azure Service Fabric is a distributed platform developed to facilitate the development, deployment, and management of highly scalable and customizable applications. Applications created in this environment are made up of individual microservices that communicate
with each other through the service's application programming interfaces. No31. Identify the Azure Redis cache. Ans. Azure Redis Cache is an open source and memory Redis cache that helps web applications get data from the backend of a data source to the cache and the server's web page from the
cache to improve the performance of the application. It provides a powerful and secure way to cache application data in the Azure cloud. No32. Explain the types of services you can build with Service Fabric. Ans. Basically, two types of services that you can build on Service Fabric: Stateless Services -
No State is stored in service. The long-term condition is stored in an external database. This is a typical application/data level approach to create services. Public services - The state is kept in service. Allows the state to remain unnecessarily external database. Microsoft Azure Tutorials No.33) What is the
Windows Azure platform? Ans: The collective name of microsoft's Platform as a Service (PaaS), which provides a programming platform, a deployment tool, and a cloud computing environment hosted in Microsoft data centers. 34) What roles are available in Windows Azure? Ans: All three roles (web,
employee, VM) are essentially Windows Server 2008. The roles of web users and employees are almost identical: using the roles of Web and Worker OS and related patches take care of you; What's the difference between Windows Azure and Windows Azure? Ans: The first is Microsoft's paaS offering,
including Windows Azure, S'L Azure and AppFabric; while the latter is part of Microsoft's supply and cloud OS. No36) What are the three main components of the Windows Azure platform? Ans: Computing, Storage and AppFabric. Microsoft Azure Advanced Interview Issues No. 37) What is Windows
Azure to calculate emulator? Ans: The computing emulator is a local Windows Azure emulator that you can use to build and test an app before you deploy to Windows Azure. Issue 38) What is fabric? Ans: In Windows Azure cloud fabric, there's nothing but a combination of the many virtualized instances
that run the client app No.39) How many role instances should be deployed to meet Azure SLA (service level agreement)? And what is the advantage of Azure SLA? As: TWO. And if we do that, the role will have an external connection at least 99.95% of the time. In 40) What are the settings for managing
the state of a session in Windows Azure? Ans: Windows Azure Cache azure table S'L Azure No41) What is a cspack? Ans: It's tool that generates a service package file (.cspkg) and app to deploy either in Windows Azure or in the computing emulator. 42) What is csrun? Ans: This is a command-and-line
tool that deploys a packaged app in the Azure Windows emulator and manages the running service. No43) What is a guest OS? Ans: This is an operating system that runs on a virtual machine that places a role instance. 44) How do I program scaling instances of azure employee role? Ans: Using the
AutoScaling app block Explore a summary of a Microsoft Azure sample! Download and edit, get noticed by the best employers! Download now! 45) What's the difference between a public cloud and a private cloud? Ans: The public cloud is used by users as an Internet service, while the private cloud, as
the name conveys, is deployed within certain boundaries, such as firewall settings, and is fully controlled and controlled by users working on it in the organization. 46) How do I create apps to handle a connection failure in Windows Azure? Ans: The transition block of the fault processing application
supports various standard ways of generating a time latency interval, including a fixed interval, an additional interval (the interval increases by a standard number) and an exponential backup time (the interval doubles with random variations). RetryPolicy static policy - new policy RetryPolicy (5,
TimeSpan.FromSeconds (2), TimeSpan.FromSeconds (2)); Policy. PerformAction ((() - try - line federationCmdText - USE FEDERATION Customer_Federation (ShardId) - with RESET, FILTERING-ON; customerEntity.Connection.Open (); customerEntity.ExecuteStoreCommand (federationCmdText);
SqlConnection.ClearAllPools(); } }); 47) What is Windows Azure Diagnostics? Ans: Windows Azure Diagnostics allows you to collect diagnostic data from an app running windows in Azure. Diagnostic data can be used to debug and troubleshoot, measure performance, monitor resource usage, analyze
traffic and plan capacity, audit. HTTP://WWW.WINDOWSAZURE.COM/EN-US/DEVELOP/NET/COMMON-TASKS/DIAGNOSTICS/ 48) What is Blob? Ans: BLOB means binary is a large object. Blob is a file of any type and size. Azure Blob Warehouse offers two types of droplets - URL format: Address
drops using the following URL format: No. 49) What is the difference between a Blob block vs. Page Blob? Ans: Block drops are made up of blocks, each of which is identified by the ID unit. You create or change a drop block by downloading a set of blocks and making them an IDs block.If you download
a drop block that is no more than 64MB in size, you can also download it in full with a single Put Blob operation. -Each unit can be no more than 4MB in size. Maximum drop block size in 2009-09-19 200GB or up to 50,000 blocks. Page drops are a collection of meetings A page is a range of data that is
identified by the offset from the beginning of the drop. To create a drop of the page, you initiate a drop of the page by calling Put Blob and specifying its maximum size.- The maximum size for a page drop is 1TB. A page written on a drop page can be up to 1TB in size.what to use a drop block for
streaming video. The app should provide casual access to readings/records supported by Page Blobs No.50) What is the difference between Windows Azure queues and queues on Windows Azure buses? Ans: Windows Azure supports two types of queue mechanisms: Windows Azure queues and bus
queues. Windows Azure Queues, which are part of the Windows Azure storage infrastructure, have a simple REST-based GET/Put/Peek interface that provides reliable, constant messages inside and between services. The queues for service buses are part of the broader Windows Azure messaging
infrastructure in the queue, as well as in the queue for publication/subscription, web services retoting, and integration templates. HTTP://WCFPRO.WORDPRESS.COM/2010/12/06/COMMUNICATION-IN-WINDOWS-AZURE/ HTTP://MSDN.MICROSOFT.COM/EN-
US/LIBRARY/WINDOWSAZURE/HH767287.ASPX 51) What is the queue of dead letters? Ans: Messages are placed in the dead letters sub-order by the messaging system in the following scenarios. When the message expires and the expiration date of the message is set in a queue or subscription. If
you exceed the maximum count of delivering a message in a queue or subscription. When the filter rating is excluded in the subscription and the dead letter is included in the filter score exceptions. Issue 52) What is swap deployment? Ans: To promote deployment in azure's interim environment, you can
change deployments by switching VIPs that will make two deployments available. After deployment, the name DNS for the cloud service indicates the deployment it was in the interim environment. issue 53) What is the minimum compared to verbose monitoring? Ans: Minimum monitoring, set up by
default for cloud service, uses performance counters collected from host operating systems for role models (virtual machines). Verbose monitoring collects additional metrics based on performance data in role instances to provide a closer analysis of the problems that arise when processing applications.
For more information, what are the sizes of Azure instances? Ans: Windows Azure will handle load balancing for all instances created. VM Sizes are as follows: Compute Instance Memory Size I/O PerformanceExtra Small 1.0 GHz 768 MB 20GB LowSmall 1.6 GHz 1.75GB 225GB 2 x 1.6 GHz 3.6 GHz
3.6 GHz 5GB 490GB HighLarge 4 x 1.6 GHz 7GB 7GB 1000 GB HighExtra-Big 8 x 1.6 GHz 14GB 2040GB High Page: Azure Active Directory No55) What is storage in Windows Azure tables? Ans: The Windows Windows The table storage service stores large amounts of structured data. The service is
a data repository of NoS'L that receives authenticated calls both inside and outside the Windows Azure cloud. Windows Azure tables are ideal for storing structured, non-relational data. Tables do not enforce the diagram on objects, which means that one table may contain objects that have different sets
of properties. The account can contain many Web tables: Essence is a set of properties that looks like a database line. Essence can be up to 1MB in size. Properties: The property is a pair of named values. Each entity can include up to 252 storage properties. Each entity also has 3 system properties that
define the section key, the string key and the time stamp. Entities with the same section key can be requested faster and inserted/updated in nuclear operations. The essence line key is a unique identifier in the section.   Madhuri Erukala Erukala microsoft azure interview questions and answers for
experienced. windows azure interview questions and answers for experienced. azure devops interview questions and answers for experienced. azure data factory interview questions and answers for experienced. azure devops interview questions and answers for experienced pdf
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